Minnesota Resident Hall of Fame Points award system
A total of 300 points must be accumulated to be eligible for the Hall of Fame.
No more than 75 combined points may be accumulated from Junior and or Sub-Junior concurrent wins to
calculate Hall of Fame points.
All NSCA registered events used to calculate HOF points must be 100 target events or more.
Points can be accumulated for only the highest-level award in a single event.
Mn Resident, State Championship Shoots:
State Championship, 30 pts resident champion, 15 pts for RU and 10 pts for Third
Concurrent: 10 pts resident champion, 5 pts RU
FITASC, Super Sport: 15 pts resident champion, 5 pts each Concurrent resident champion
State 5 stand, 10 pts resident champion, 5 pts each concurrent resident champion
State Small Bore, 5 pts resident champion, 5 pts each concurrent resident champion, each gauge
Mn Resident, non-State Championship Shoots:
50-99 shooters: 5 pts HOA champion, each concurrent champion 3 pts
100 plus shooters: 10 pts HOA champion, each concurrent champion 5 pts.
Out State/National/International Shoots:
150 plus shooters in main event 10 pts HOA and 5 pts concurrent champion
Regional/zone qualifiers Sporting and FITASC 20 pts Main event HOA, RU 10 pts, each concurrent champion 10
pts, RU 5 pts
All 100 bird side events at 150 plus shoots: 10 Pts HOA, 5 pts each concurrent champion
500 plus shoots US Open, National Championship, etc, 30 pts HOA, R/U and 3 rd. Each concurrent champion, 25
pts RU, or 3rd.
All 100 target Side Events at 500 plus shoots: 20 pts champion, 10 pts RU. Each concurrent champion: 15 pts
HOA and RU 5 points
World English and World FITASC: 30 pts open champion, RU, 3 rd. Each concurrent 25 pts open, RU, 3rd
Teams:
All American Sporting clays and FITASC: 30 pts open team, 25 pts, each concurrent team
Team USA and Sporting USA teams: 30 pts open team, 25 pts each concurrent team
All other all-American categories: 20 pts open team, 15 pts each concurrent team
Zone or state teams: 10 pts open team, 5 points each concurrent team
Organizations:
NSCA delegate, MSC board member, Advisory or committee member, zone coordinator: 5 pts each year
Bring the Jim Noel Service Award under the Hall of Fame to recognize individuals who have outstanding
contributions to our sport but have not accumulated the needed points.

